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At a time of increasing concern about ethics at the top, The Serving Leader makes the case for an approach to leadership that is both more moral and more effective than the ruthless, anything-for-the-bottom-line approach that has brought disgrace—and often ruin—to many once-mighty organizations.

The Serving Leader offers a unique “action approach” to servant leadership—the popular and widely espoused concept that figures prominently in the writings of Ken Blanchard, Peter Senge, Stephen Covey, Peter Block, and many others. “Serving leaders” lead by serving others. It sounds paradoxical, but it works—and The Serving Leader details five principles you need to know to implement servant leadership in your own organization.

 About the Authors 

Ken Jennings, Ph.D. is a leadership coach and a senior partner at VentureWorks, where he focuses on the effective execution of strategy. He is also a faculty member at the Bethel University School of Leadership. Jennings was previously a partner at Accenture, a venture capital advisor, and a military officer. He is the coauthor of Changing Health Care: Creating Tomorrow’s Winning Health Enterprise.

John Stahl-Wert, D.Min. is president of Pittsburgh Leadership Foundation, a 25-year-old community building collaborative in Pittsburgh that has created 50 social sector and faith-based organizations. He was previously an urban pastor, and is currently a faculty member in Geneva College’s Masters of Science in Organizational Leadership.
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Game Programming Algorithms and Techniques: A Platform-Agnostic Approach (Game Design/Usability)Addison Wesley, 2013

	Game Programming Algorithms and Techniques is a detailed overview of many of the important algorithms and techniques used in video game programming today. Designed for programmers who are familiar with object-oriented programming and basic data structures, this book focuses on practical concepts that see actual use in the...
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Official Eclipse 3.0 FAQsAddison Wesley, 2004
Most of the numerous Eclipse books published over the course of 2003 and 2004 cater  directly to novel users and/or starting contributors to   the platform. Other books have a particular focus on a specific vertical domain, such as modeling, or on a special niche, such as the underlying design principles of the platform.
 This book has been...
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Gandhi's Search for the Perfect Diet: Eating with the World in Mind (Global South Asia)University of Chicago Press, 2019

	Mahatma Gandhi redefined nutrition as a holistic approach to building a more just world. What he chose to eat was intimately tied to his beliefs. His key values of nonviolence, religious tolerance, and rural sustainability developed in coordination with his dietary experiments. His repudiation of sugar, chocolate, and salt expressed his...
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Practical LEGO Technics: Bring Your LEGO Creations to Life (Technology in Action)Apress, 2012

	You already know you can create amazing things with LEGO, but did you know you can also make vehicles that roll and model plans that include landing gear and flaps that actually extend and retract? You can even make functional robots without getting into Mindstorms and programming. In Practical LEGO Technics, Mark...
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C Primer Plus (4th Edition)Sams Publishing, 2001
As with all the editions, author Stephen Prata's aim has been to create an introduction to C that is instructive, clear, and helpful. Programming concepts are explained along with details of the C language; the book does not assume that you are a professional programmer. Many short, easily typed examples illustrate just one or two concepts at a...
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Computational Intelligence In Software Quality Assurance (Series in Machine Perception & Artifical Intelligence)World Scientific Publishing, 2005
Software systems are at once the most complex and the least reliable technological systems human beings construct. A large software system can have over lo2' states, and the reliability of software is infamously poor. Software engineers must usually make assertions about the reliability of software systems after having observed only an...
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